


















is made difficult by the innu-
merable. variables. involved. in.
such. complex,. living. systems..
Missionary.families.traverse.the.
normative.transitions.as.other.
families. do. but. also. undergo.




ing.requires.. In. the.search. for.
a. conceptual. model. capable.
of. explaining. the. transition.
dynamics.missionary. families.
exhibit,. two. theories.were. ex-




organization. of. the. inner. and.
outer. life.. Transitions. can. be.
triggered. by. external. circum-
stances,. internal. perceptions,.
normative. life. events,. or. non-
normative.crises..Because.fami-
lies.are.dynamic.systems,.they.
are. transitioning. as. a. whole.
while. each. individual. family.
member. is. also. transitioning..
Describing. such. complex. sys-
tems.requires.a.model.that.can.
account. for. all. the. nonlinear.
relationships. and. continuous.
change.they.exhibit.
Chaos. theory. describes. the.
nonlinear.patterns.of.change.in.
complex,.living.systems..Natural.
systems. from. the. weather. to.
animal.populations.can.exhibit.
the. dynamics. of. deterministic.
chaos..Chaos.theory.has.given.
rise. to. concepts. such. as. the.




(points. where. the. system. is.
prone. to. bifurcation),. iteration.
(incorporating. feedback. into. a.
system),. and. self-organization.
(the. ability. to. spontaneously.
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system. useful. in. interpreting.
data.on.missionary.family.tran-
sition.. Because. families. are.
dynamical. systems,. patterns.
of. interactions,. response. to.
change,. and. family. outcomes.
can.only.by.assessed.over.time..
Longitudinal.research.offers.the.




loops. in. family. interactions,.
self-similarity.and.self-organiza-
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beliefs. and. behavior. have. fre-
quently. generated. syncretism,.
created.loyalty.based.on.surface.
advantage. instead. of. deeper.
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